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The two-dimensional~2D! radial vs poloidal structure of edge turbulence in the Alcator C-Mod
tokamak @I. H. Hutchinson, R. Boivin, P. T. Bonoliet al., Nucl. Fusion41, 1391 ~2001!# was
measured using fast cameras and compared with three-dimensional numerical simulations of edge
plasma turbulence. The main diagnostic is gas puff imaging, in which the visible Da emission from
a localized D2 gas puff is viewed along a local magnetic field line. The observed Da fluctuations
have a typical radial and poloidal scale of'1 cm, and often have strong local maxima~‘‘blobs’’ ! in
the scrape-off layer. The motion of this 2D structure motion has also been measured using an
ultrafast framing camera with 12 frames taken at 250 000 frames/s. Numerical simulations produce
turbulent structures with roughly similar spatial and temporal scales and transport levels as that
observed in the experiment; however, some differences are also noted, perhaps requiring diagnostic
improvement and/or additional physics in the numerical model. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1445179#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Turbulent plasma fluctuations have been observed at
edge of tokamaks for many years, both inside and outside
last closed magnetic flux surface, as described in the revi
of Refs. 1–3. However, despite a wealth of experimental d
there is little direct quantitative or even qualitative und
standing of these measurements in terms of the basic th
of edge plasma turbulence, which has advanced rapidl
the past few years.4–7

The present experiment was motivated by recent
vances in the theoretical modeling of edge turbulence
particular, by the two-dimensional~2D! turbulence structure
calculated from three-dimensional~3D! nonlinear simulation
codes.4,5 These computations now look so ‘‘realistic’’ that
seems worthwhile to directly compare their results with m
surements. Since the turbulence correlation length along
magnetic field is comparable to the circumference of the
kamak (L i'qR), the most interesting turbulent structure
in the radial vs poloidal plane, i.e., perpendicular to the to
magnetic field. Such a comparison of experiment and the

a!Paper UI1 4, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.46, 322 ~2001!.
b!Invited speaker.
1981070-664X/2002/9(5)/1981/9/$19.00
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should provide confirmation of the physical mechanis
which govern the growth, saturation, and transport effects
edge turbulence in tokamaks.

Information about the 2D structure of plasma edge t
bulence in tokamaks and stellarators has been obtained
many years using statistical two-point correlation techniqu
from which it has been determined that the turbulence str
ture is approximately isotropic in the radial vs poloidal pla
with a size typicallyk'rs'0.1, i.e., somewhat longer tha
the typical drift wave scale length.1–3 The relative fluctuation
level in the edge plasma is generally large (ñ/n>10%) com-
pared to relatively small turbulence levels near the c
(ñ/n'0.1– 1 %).3

The present paper describes 2D imaging of edge tur
lence in which both the radial and poloidal structure is m
sured at one instant of time rather than inferred from sta
tical correlations. Such imaging techniques are often use
fluid turbulence experiments, e.g., to detect large scale ‘‘
herent structures’’ in turbulent flows.8 Previous 2D images o
edge turbulence were made using a 64-point Langmuir pr
array9 and a 32-point 2D array of beam emission spectr
copy~BES!.10 The present gas puff imaging~GPI! diagnostic
has over 1000 active pixels and an optical resolution
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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'2–3 mm, so in principle can provide the best imaging
tokamak turbulence to date.

II. GAS PUFF IMAGING DIAGNOSTIC

The general diagnostic setup and initial results for g
puff imaging of edge turbulence have already been descr
in papers from the National Spherical Torus Experim
~NSTX!11 and Alcator C-Mod.12 In this section we briefly
describe the imaging system, the interpretation of these
ages, and other possible diagnostic issues. Although both2

and He gas puffs have been used on C-Mod with qua
tively similar results, for simplicity only the D2 results will
be presented in this paper.

A. Imaging system

A schematic view of the GPI diagnostic in Alcato
C-Mod is shown in Fig. 1. Neutral deuterium gas is puff
radially into the edge plasma through a 3 mm diameter
nozzle located'3 cm outside the last closed flux surface a
2.5 cm below the outer midplane. The gas is typically puf
steadily during'0.5–1.0 s after breakdown with a flow ra
'1019– 1020 atoms/s, which is,1% of the total ionization
rate13 and thus does not perturb the discharge as a whol

As shown in Fig. 1, this gas puff is viewed by an ima
ing telescope aimed at the puff from a direction along
local magnetic field line~11° from toroidal!. This provides a
viewing area of'6 cm36 cm in the radial vs poloidal plan
centered near the magnetic separatrix'2.5 cm below the
outer midplane. These images are transferred by a
3400 coherent fiber optic bundle through a Da ~656 nm!
line filter and recorded by a fast-gated intensified camer
60 frames/s. The spatial resolution of this whole system
typically '2–3 mm at the gas puff plane. The Da light emis-
sion from this puff was also recorded by three fast pho
diodes viewing the same puff from the toroidal direction12

and sometimes by an ultrafast framing camera~see Sec.
III D !.

Typical images from this diagnostic are shown in Fig.

FIG. 1. Schematic view of gas puff imaging~GPI! diagnostic on Alcator
C-Mod. The neutral deuterium gas enters the chamber radially through a
puff nozzle and its Da emission is viewed along a magnetic field line by th
GPI telescope on the outer wall about 50 cm away. The 2D images of
emission from the gas puff are transferred through a coherent fiber o
bundle and Da line filter to cameras located at the top of the machine.
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For reference, at the top is the time average of the Da emis-
sion, along with the location of the nozzle, and at the bott
is a single frame exposed for 2ms, along with the location of
the magnetic separatrix and limiter shadow. The irregu
cm-scale structures within this 2ms image represent the edg
turbulence as viewed by GPI. This small-scale turbulen
can be seen within the area of the time-averaged Da emission
‘‘cloud’’ which extends'6 cm poloidally and 3 cm radially
~from r'2 to 21 cm, wherer is the distance outside th
separatrix!. In the region outside the separatrix but inside t
limiter shadow, the parallel connection length to the wall
L i>10 m, while outside the limiter shadow the nearest li

as

ht
tic

FIG. 2. ~Color! Typical 2D GPI images showing the Da light emission from
the gas puff nozzle~left! as viewed through the optical fiber bundle. At th
top is the time-averaged envelope of the Da light emission summed over
many frames during a typical C-Mod discharge (B55.3 T,I
50.7 MA,#1000912004). At the bottom is a single frame from that sa
shot taken at an exposure time of 2ms showing the instantaneous 2D stru
ture of the Da light emission, along with the locations of the magne
separatrix and the limiter shadow in this region~dashed line!. The poloidal
direction is vertical and the plasma center is toward the right. The limite
1 m along theB-field line from the GPI cloud in one direction and 2 m awa
in the other direction.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. ~Color! Example of a sequence of GPI images in Da light emission taken with a 2ms exposure in standard C-Mod ohmic discharge withB
55.3 T andI 50.7 MA ~#1000912004!. The first frame at the upper left~#37! was taken at 0.42 s and the framing rate was 60 frames/s. The first frame s
the Da background level just before the start of the D2 gas puff. The color scale is the same as for Fig. 2.
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iter is '2 m away along theB-field line on one side and'1
m away on the other side.

Figure 3 shows a set of 18 consecutive images from
same shot, each with an exposure time of 2ms. The details of
the small-scale structure of the light emission vary fro
frame-to-frame~at 60 frames/s!, as expected for this edg
turbulence with an autocorrelation time of'10–20ms. The
background Da recycling light, as seen in the first frame, h
a radial location similar to that of the GPI emission,13 but a
brightness level which is'5–10 lower than that during th
D2 GPI puff.

B. Interpretation of images

The identification of Da light fluctuations with edge den
sity fluctuations is motivated by several previous measu
ments. For example, a locally high coherence was obse
between the light fluctuations and ion saturation current fl
tuations in a nearly Langmuir probe,14 and the spatial struc
ture and frequency spectrum of Da fluctuations from a gas
D2 puff were similar to Langmuir probe ion saturation cu
rent fluctuations.15 Short exposure time video images of r
cycling light and gas puff clouds in the Tokamak Fusion T
Rector ~TFTR!,16 NSTX,11 and other devices have show
turbulent ‘‘filaments’’ of light emission which are highly
elongated along the magnetic field line, as expected
structure of edge density turbulence. Previous measurem
in Alcator C-Mod showed that Da light fluctuations in this
gas puff had a frequency spectrum similar to a Langm
probe, and fast 2D toroidal vs poloidal images of the re
cling light had a filament structure approximately align
along theB field.12,17

For a quantitative interpretation of GPI light fluctuation
the local Da emissivity needs to be evaluated from t
Downloaded 12 Jul 2002 to 198.35.7.205. Redistribution subject to AIP
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atomic physics of deuterium atoms. In the collisional rad
tive approximation, ignoring recombination,

SDa
~photons/cm3!5n0f ~ne ,Te!A3→2 , ~1!

where n0 is the local deuterium atom density, andA3→2

54.413107 s21 is the radiative decay rate from then53 to
n52 excited electron state. The functionf (ne ,Te) gives the
ratio of the density of then53 state to the ground state an
is obtained from the solution of model equations balanc
collisional and radiative processes affecting individual e
cited states. The time scale for emission of this spectral
once the atom has been excited is 1/A3→250.02ms, i.e.,
much shorter than typical turbulence time scales in this
periment. This interpretation of Da fluctuations is similar to
BES,10 except in BES the neutrals come from a neutral be
and the excitation of Da comes from ions instead of elec
trons.

The DEGAS 2 code18 has been run to determine th
relationship of the Da emission to assumed variations in th
edgene and Te . The transport of the puffed gas and th
neutral atomic physics have been simulated in a 2D mo
using plasma profiles mapped onto magnetic flux surfa
for a typical shot~B55.4 T, I 51.0 MA #1010622006!. The
average electron temperature and density profiles are
tained from the near-midplane reciprocating probe da
plasma parameters are taken to be constant on a flux sur
The atomic physics is the same as in Ref. 18 except
neutral–neutral collisions can be ignored here. The relev
hardware components in the simulation are the gas p
nozzle, which is a tube of 0.3 cm diameter located'3 cm
outside the separatrix atz522.5 cm, and the outer limite
locations illustrated in Fig. 1. The calculated D2 molecule
density falls off by a factor of 10 within 1.5 cm of the nozz
tip as the molecules are dissociated into atoms~note that the
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Da photons from the decay of excited atoms created du
dissociation have not yet been included in these simulatio!.

Typical results from DEGAS 2 are illustrated in Fig.
In Fig. 4~a! is the time-averaged 2D emission pattern of t
Da light from the D2 gas puff emitted by the nozzle~small
black rectangle at the left!, as calculated for the measure
density and temperature profiles shown in Fig. 4~b!. Figure
4~b! also shows a comparison of the calculated and G
measured radial profiles of Da at z523.5 cm, which agree
well with each other. Also shown in Fig. 4~b! is the neutral D
atom radial profile atz523.5 cm, the poloidal extent o
which is '4.7 cm FWHM ~full-width-half-maximum! near
the Da peak atr'0.5 cm outside the separatrix, where t
calculated density is'231011 atoms/cm3 for an assumed D
atom influx rate of 1019 atoms/s. Figure 4~c! shows the cal-
culated Da emission cloud with an assumed 2D perturbat
of 50% in the electron density, and Fig. 4~d! compares thene

and Da profiles in a vertical slice through Fig. 4~c! near the
center of the GPI cloud, showing that the normalized flu
tuations in Da are about half the size of the amplitude
those inne .

FIG. 4. ~Color! DEGAS 2 simulations of the Da light emission from the
GPI gas puff nozzle. In part~a! is the 2D pattern of the time-averaged Da

emission as calculated for the measured density and temperature pr
shown in part~b!, where the location of the gas puff nozzle is shown by t
small rectangle atz522.5 cm in~a!. Part ~b! also shows a comparison o
the measured~red! and calculated~black! radial profiles of Da emission, and
the calculated neutral D atom density profile~green!, all at z523.5 cm.
Part ~c! shows the calculated Da emission pattern with an assumed 2
perturbation in the electron density, and part~d! is a vertical slice through
the perturbed GPI cloud of part~c! at 0.7 cm outside the separatrix, showin
how the calculated Da emission follows the perturbedne ~both normalized
to their unperturbed values!.
Downloaded 12 Jul 2002 to 198.35.7.205. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The sensitivity of the Da light emission to variations in
the assumed electron density and temperature was evalu
using the collisional radiative model for atomic deuterium
DEGAS 2. The edge plasmas in Alcator C-Mod typica
have 1013 cm23,ne,1014 cm23 and 10 eV,Te,50 eV.17

Under these conditions, DEGAS 2 modeling shows t
SDa

}ne
0.5Te

0.5}pe
0.5 near the center of the GPI emissio

cloud at r50.5 cm where Te'25 eV and ne'3
31013 cm23. Therefore, in this case, the relative fluctuatio
level in SDa

should be'0.5 times the relative density fluc

tuation level at that location, at least for small fluctuation
At the innermost point of the GPI cloud atr520.35 cm this
sensitivity isSDa

}ne
0.5Te

0.3, while at the outermost point a

r51.4 cm the sensitivity is roughlySDa
}ne

0.8Te
1.4. A quan-

titative interpretation of the GPI fluctuations ofSDa
should

therefore take into account the local density and temperat
the ratio of the local density fluctuations to the local electr
temperature fluctuations, and the nonlinear effects due
large fluctuations.

For simplicity, the GPI images described in this pap
will be analyzed without attempting to convert the Da fluc-
tuations into local electron density or temperature fluct
tions, since the ratio and phase of these two fluctuating qu
tities is not yet measured in C-Mod. There is recent evide
from Langmuir probe measurements in TEXT that edge d
sity temperature fluctuations are in phase and of similar r
tive magnitudes and spectrum,19 in which case the interpre
tation would be relatively straightforward. Furthe
development of the DEGAS 2 modeling and analysis of G
fluctuations will be described in a future publication.

C. Other diagnostic issues

In the interpretation above it is assumed that the neu
densityn0 does not itself have significant fluctuations with
the GPI emission region, e.g., due to some nonuniformity
the flow from the nozzle. This is justified since the neut
hydrogen atom density comes from the dissociation of2

molecules within'1 cm of the tip of the nozzle~Sec. II B!,
after which the D atoms travel without self-collisions into th
plasma, thus forming a spatially uniform distribution in th
region of Da emission. Even without such dissociation~e.g.,
for He puffs!, experiments on gas flow through nozzles in
vacuum have shown a very smooth spatial distribution20

most likely due to the collisionless flow just past the nozz
There is, however, a possible radial ‘‘shadowing’’ effect
which fluctuation-induced ionization of incoming neutra
can transiently reduce the neutral density farther toward
plasma center, similar to the edge effect in BES.10 Although
this effect is not noticeable in the GPI images~perhaps due
to charge exchange!, it needs to be investigated further usin
DEGAS 2 simulations.

Another assumption is that the GPI gas puff does
perturb the local edge turbulence being imaged. This w
verified empirically in three ways: first, by observing that t
frequency spectrum of the GPI Da fluctuations as measure
by the fast diodes is very similar to spectrum of ion satu
tion current fluctuations in a Langmuir probe at the sa
radius, as shown in Fig. 5; second, by observing that

les
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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spatial structure, frequency spectrum, and relative fluctua
levels of the GPI light emission did not vary significant
when the gas flow rate varied from'1019 atoms/s to
>1020 atoms/s; and third, by observing that there was
significant change in the fluctuations seen by the Langm
probe at the same minor radius as the GPI cloud with
without the gas puff present. This absence of a local per
bation is plausible since the radiated power from this
puff is <1 kW, and, although the local ionization rate with
the GPI gas puff is up to'10 times the local recycling
ionization rate, the puff contributes,10% to the total par-
ticle source averaged over a typical'10 m long connection
length just outside the separatrix. Also, no effect of strong2

or He gas puffing on the local edge turbulence was obse
in experiments in Princeton Beta Experiment Modificati
~PBX-M!.21

Although the spatial resolution of the optical system
'2–3 mm for a test pattern located at the gas puff, there
be a loss of resolution if the optical sight line is not along t
parallel direction of the turbulence. If the parallel waveleng
of the turbulence along the magnetic field is'qR, then this
blurring should be,1 mm when viewing along a field line
If the view is slightly misaligned with the field line there wi
be an additional'1 mm blurring for every degree of mis
alignment, since the length of the GPI neutral gas clo
along the sightline is'6 cm FWHM. Thus typical variations
in the local field line of up to'2° will cause the spatia
resolution to be up to'3–4 mm in the poloidal direction
but this resolution is still small compared to the mean cor
lation length of the turbulence.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we analyze the structure of the edge
bulence as observed in the Da light emission measured b
the GPI diagnostic described in Sec. II. All the data in t

FIG. 5. Frequency spectra of Da light fluctuations as measured by a fa
diode compared with the spectrum of ion saturation current fluctuations
Langmuir probe at the same radius (r50.9 cm). The diode viewed the GP
gas cloud toroidally using optics located just below the GPI telescope w
had a'3 mm viewing diameter at the gas cloud. The vertical axis is
amplitude of the fluctuations~i.e., square root of the autopower spectrum!,
and the two traces are normalized vertically to each other. Typical fluc
tion autocorrelation times aretauto'10– 20ms FWHM.
Downloaded 12 Jul 2002 to 198.35.7.205. Redistribution subject to AIP
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paper were taken using deuterium gas puffing in
deuterium-fueled C-Mod discharges without ion cyclotr
resonsance heating~ICRH! heating. Typical parameters o
C-Mod and its edge plasma are in Table I.

A. Overview

Typical GPI images of edge turbulence of C-Mod d
charges were shown in Figs. 2 and 3. These images w
taken with a gating time of 2ms/frame at 60 frames/s durin
the steady-state part of the discharge from'0.5–1 s after
breakdown. The exposure time of 2ms/frame was chosen to
capture most of the measured frequency spectrum which
shown in Fig. 5, was mainly belowf 5150 kHz. Images
taken at a gating time of 0.5ms looked similar, as expected

As viewed by eye, images such as those in Fig. 3 sh
random-looking spatial patterns over the'6 cm poloidal by
'3 cm radial size of the GPI light emission cloud. On av
age, the small-scale structure within this cloud looks a
proximately isotropic in the poloidal vs radial plane~see Sec.
III C !. There is almost never any periodic structure, but th
are often isolated ‘‘blobs’’ of bright emission of size'1 cm
~see Sec. III D!. These trends are consistent with the ed
turbulence seen in previous experiments; for example,
intermittent ‘‘blobs’’ have been identified in Langmuir prob
data9,12,17 and are very also likely the ‘‘filaments’’ seen i
high speed imaging of Da .11,16

B. Radial profiles for a typical case

The top part of Fig. 6 shows the radial profile of th
mean poloidal correlation lengthLpol for the Da fluctuations
for the discharge of Fig. 4~b!. TheseLpol are calculated as the
time average over 21 frames~0.6–0.93 s! of the FWHM of
the radially resolved poloidal autocorrelation functions f
each frame. Before performing the autocorrelation functio
each frame is first normalized by the time-averaged GPI
age to remove the artificial variations due to the finite ve
cal and horizontal extent of the cloud~a 2-D spatial averag-
ing over'1 mm is also applied to the time-averaged imag!.
Poloidal autocorrelation functions are then computed fr
contiguous vertical columns in each frame, where each
umn is'1 mm wide~radially! and'5 cm high~poloidally!.
Note that the separatrix was stationary to within'2 mm
during this time period, and corrections due to the61 mm
curvature of the separatrix were neglected in this analy
The error bars in Fig. 6 represent typical rms deviations fr
these mean correlation lengths over the frames in this sh

a

h

a-

TABLE I. C-Mod parameters~# 1010622006!.

Global/Core Plasma edgea

B55.4 T n52.531013 cm23

I 51.0 MA Te524 eV
R567 cm rs'2.631022 cm
a522 cm ad'0.35
n(0)5131014 cm23 amhd'0.03
Te(0)51.5 KeV be'331025

q95'3.8 Lei/L i'0.1

a0.5 cm outside separatrix near outer midplane.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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The bottom part of Fig. 6 shows the profiles of the rm
fluctuation levels~normalized to their mean! for the ion satu-
ration currents vs time of two electrodes on a scanning La
muir probe, from the three discrete chords of the GPIa

light emission measured vs time by the fast diodes, and f
the vertical slices of the normalized GPI image data use
calculate the poloidal correlation lengths. The Langm
probe data agree fairly well with the fast diode data, es
cially considering that the relative Da light fluctuations are
not expected to have the same amplitude as the local de
fluctuations~see Sec. II B!. The fluctuation profile of the GP
image data is similar to the other methods even though it
based on a limited set of spatial averages and not time se

The result of this analysis is that the mean poloidal c
relation length is approximatelyLpol'0.8560.2 cm within
the range of the GPI diagnostic fromr51.5 cm outside to
r'20.5 cm inside the separatrix, where the density fluct
tion level is roughlyñ/n'10– 50%. This average size sca
corresponds to a half-width–half-maximum~HWHM! for
the k-spectral amplitude ofkpol'3.9/Lpol'5 cm21 ~assum-
ing a Gaussian correlation function!, or roughly kpolrs

'0.1, which is similar to other measurements of ed
turbulence.1,2 The kpol spectrum is discussed in Sec. IV
connection with the theoretical simulations.

FIG. 6. Analysis of the GPI images for a typical C-Mod shot withB
55.4 T andI 51.0 MA ~#1010622006!. At the top is the poloidal correla-
tion lengthLpol as a function of radius averaged over 21 frames in this s
At the bottom are the rms/mean fluctuation levels from the ion satura
currents of two electrodes on a scanning Langmuir probe, from the t
discrete chords of Da light emission measured by the fast diodes, and fr
the spatial deviations from the mean in the vertical slices of the normal
GPI image data used to calculate the poloidal correlation lengths.
Downloaded 12 Jul 2002 to 198.35.7.205. Redistribution subject to AIP
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C. Variation of correlation lengths with plasma
conditions

Figure 7 shows the variation of the mean poloidal a
radial correlation lengthsLpol and L rad for a variety of dis-
charges in Alcator C-Mod. In all cases the poloidal corre
tion lengths were averaged over a fixed range of radiR
587.6– 90.6 cm near the outer separatrix~i.e., the same
range as in Fig. 6!, using only regions where the GPI ligh
level was well above the background level. Note that th
estimates ofL rad ~as calculated in the same way asLpol but
for horizontal slices! are more uncertain than those forLpol

since the radial width of the Da emission region is only
'2–3 times larger thanL rad ~compared to'6 times larger
for Lpol!.

Most of the points shown in Fig. 7 were for ohmic pla
mas with B55.4 T, I 51 MA or B55.3 T, I 50.7 MA,
where the mean poloidal correlation lengths wereLpol

'0.8560.2 cm and L rad'1 cm. Other types of ohmic
plasma had a similarLpol , as shown for the lowB cases with
B52.8 T, I 50.42 MA ~at a similar edgeq!. No significant
change was seen either with varying plasma density or w
ICRH heating~not shown!. Figure 7 also shows no signifi
cant change for ELM-freeH-mode discharges; howeve
these measurements were made well outside the trans
barrier, which in C-Mod is typically atTe'200 eV. In con-
trast, a clear narrowing of the radial width of the GPI~HeI!
light emission inH-mode was recently seen NSTX23 where
the neutrals penetrated into the transport barrier region.
the other hand, reflectometry measurements in ASDE
Upgrade showed no significant difference in the radial c
relation length betweenL and H modes even within the
transport barrier region.22

D. 2D motion of edge turbulence structure

Using the same GPI optical system as described in S
II, a Princeton Scientific Instruments Model PSI-3 Ultra-fa
Framing Camera24 was used to image the motion of th
C-Mod edge turbulence at 250 000 frames/s. This cam

t.
n
e

d

FIG. 7. Estimates of the average poloidal and radial correlation lengthsLpol

andL rad in the edge region from GPI for a variety of discharge conditions
C-Mod. The open circles are for normal operating conditions ofB'5 T, I
'0.7– 1.0 MA. The closed circles are during an ELM-free H-mode d
charge withB'4 T, I 50.8 MA, and the triangles are for a lowB52.8 T,
I 50.4 MA. In all cases the correlation lengths areLpol'0.8560.2 cm and
L rad'1.0 cm~both FWHM!, with no significant variation among discharg
types.
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FIG. 8. ~Color! Images of edge turbulence taken with the PSI camera at 4ms/frame and 250 000 frames/s using the same view as in Fig. 2. The move
of two locally bright ‘‘blobs’’ is tracked over several frames showing their velocity of up to'1 cm/20ms. The radially outward direction is to the left and th
ion grad-B and ion diamagnetic direction is downward in these images. The arrows are shown at fixed positions for reference.
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accumulates charge in each of its 64364 pixels and stores
this charge in a set of 12 sites adjacent to each pixel. Thu
frames can be captured during a shot and read out afterw
into 14 bit digitizers. The net quantum efficiency of this ca
era was'30%, its dynamic range was 1000, and its read
noise was'20 electrons/pixel.

A typical sequence of images from the PSI-3 camera
shown in Fig. 8. This sequence was taken at 4ms/frame
using the same GPI field of view as for Fig. 2, and shows
movement of two localized maxima or ‘‘blobs’’ of Da light
emission. Such blobs were seen to move poloidally or ra
ally at a speed of up to'1 cm/20ms ~'500 m/s!, but such
blobs could also come and go without much movement,
sometimes the movement seemed to be more ‘‘wave-li
with a phase speed mainly in the ion diamagnetic directi
The autocorrelation time at a single point in these ima
was '10–20 ms, consistent with the time series measu
ments made using the fast diodes~see Fig. 5!. Videos of
these images can be viewed at http://www.pppl.g
;szweben/.

It is possible that these moving ‘‘blobs’’ are examples
coherent structures analogous to those seen in turbulent
Downloaded 12 Jul 2002 to 198.35.7.205. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tral fluid flow.8 Minor radius sized coherent structures ha
previously been measured in a low-temperature toro
plasma,25 and smaller-scale ‘‘blobs’’ or ‘‘intermittent struc
tures’’ have previously been identified using Langmuir pro
data in tokamaks,17,26–29 and are being analyze
theoretically.30,31 Further analysis of the motion in these im
ages will be presented elsewhere.

IV. COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL SIMULATION

Numerical simulations of edge turbulence in C-Mo
were made with a 3D nonlinear electromagnetic two-flu
model which was developed specifically to treat the co
sional edge plasma of tokamaks.4,7 This model is based on
the Braginskii equations and has both diamagnetic and to
dal curvature effects, but does not have kinetic effects l
Landau-damping or nonthermal distribution functions. T
simulation described below was carried out in a shifted-cir
closed field line magnetic geometry, and thus, in contras
the geometry of the experiment, has no magnetic separa
or limiters. At least qualitatively, we expect this approach
be a reasonable first step, since in the present case the
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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bined effect of magnetic shear (ŝ51.3) and unfavorable cur
vature localizes the turbulence on the outboard midplane
is also a ‘‘local’’ simulation in the sense that the backgrou
gradients of the density and temperature are assumed t
constant throughout the simulation domain and the den
and temperature fluctuations are assumed to be small c
pared to the background values.

A typical pattern of density fluctuations as calculated
this code for a C-Mod edge plasma is shown in Fig. 9. T
case was run for theB55.4 T, I 51.0 MA plasma of Fig.
4~b! at a point 0.5 cm outside the separatrix wherene52.5
31013 cm23 and Te524 eV ~see Table I!. The simulation
domain in Fig. 9 is 5.3 cm radially by 10.6 cm poloidall
i.e., has many wavelengths in both the poloidal and ra
directions, with periodic boundary conditions in the poloid
direction and outwardly decaying conditions for the turb
lence and fixed values for the background at the ra
boundary. The code was started from initial noise, progres
through a linear instability phase dominated by the resis
ballooning mode, and reached a saturated steady sta
around 40ms ~the time of Fig. 9 is around 100ms!.

The poloidal correlation length of the density fluctu
tions in this simulation isLpol50.660.1 cm, which is
roughly consistent with the GPI imaging result ofLpol

50.8560.2 cm. Similarly, the local fluctuation level in th
simulation wasdn/n50.18 anddTe /Te50.13, withdTe in
phase withdn. This fluctuation level is within a factor of 2
of that seen by the GPI diodes but somewhat smaller t
that seen in the Langmuir probes~Fig. 6!. The predicted
particle diffusion coefficient of D50.2 m2/s from the simu-
lation is within about a factor of 2 of the experimental es
mate for that part of the scrape-off layer.17

There are, however, notable differences, which appea

FIG. 9. Typical image from the numerical simulation of edge turbulence
C-Mod. The local brightness of this image is proportional to the local d
sity fluctuation normalized to the average density at each point. This s
lation is ‘‘local’’ in the sense that it models only the plasma parameters
local gradients at a pointr50.5 cm outside the separatrix~see Table I for
parameters!. The radial domain of the code is made larger than the dom
over which these parameters are constant in the actual profile shown in
4~b!.
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stem from the fact that the simulation contains more sm
scale structure than does the GPI images. A compariso
the k-poloidal spectra calculated from the simulation a
from the GPI images for the same discharge is shown in F
10. In this figure thekpol spectral amplitude ofdn from the
simulation is plotted against thekpol spectral amplitude from
the GPI images withinr50.560.3 cm outside the separatri
~these images were taken at 2ms exposure as described
Sec. III B!. At this radius the GPI should respond asSDa

}ne
0.5 Te

0.5 ~Sec. II B!, so if the density and temperatur
fluctuations are in phase and similar in magnitude~as sug-
gested by the simulation!, the GPIk spectrum should also b
approximately that ofdn. For clarity, the two curves are
normalized so as to have the same total fluctuation am
tude. It is seen that, despite the similarity in the avera
correlation length of the simulation and GPI data, the sha
of the twok spectra are different, with the simulation havin
more small-scale structure up to the fastest growing resis
ballooning mode nearkpol530 cm21.

The relative excess of high wave numbers in the sim
lation also leads to a discrepancy between the predicted
observed correlation times. The autocorrelation time in
simulation was 5.6ms FWHM ~full-width-half-maximum!,
while that measured by the GPI diodes was 10–20ms
FWHM. Averaging the simulation data over a period of 4ms
reduces the fluctuations atk56 cm21 by a factor of 1.8
while hardly affecting the fluctuations atk52 cm21. From
the theoretical point of view, a reduction of the small spa
and time scales in the simulation could arise from some
ditional small scale diffusion or viscosity that is not prese
in the Braginskii simulation model. Such damping, when
tificially added to the simulations, has little impact on th
predicted transport, which arises mainly from the larg
scales. The physical origin of such damping, however, is
clear~the charge exchange or ionization of neutrals and fin
Larmor radius effects can probably be ruled out as a sou
of such damping, because of their smallness!. On the experi-
mental side, the strong decay at small scales could po
tially be due to an unknown factor reducing either the sp

n
-
u-
d

n
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FIG. 10. Initial comparison of thek-poloidal spectra calculated from th
simulation code and the GPI images for the same discharge~#1010622006!,
normalized to have the same total fluctuation amplitude for clarity. Althou
the mean correlation lengths of the simulation and the data are similar,k
spectrum from the simulation has relatively more amplitude at high-k than
does the data.
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or time resolution of the diagnostic to about'1 cm or '4
ms, respectively.

Thus the initial comparison of the theoretical simulati
with the measured edge turbulence in C-Mod is encourag
in several respects; namely, that the average length sc
fluctuation amplitudes, and diffusion coefficients in the loc
simulation agree to within about a factor of 2 with the loc
measurements just outside the separatrix. However, the
bulence autocorrelation times andkpol spectrum shapes ap
pear to be significantly different. Clearly more work needs
be done to track down the source of these discrepancies.
reliability of the Braginskii model at the shorter scales can
tested by comparing the fluid results to kinetic descriptio
The simulations could also be improved by including mo
realistic boundary conditions5,32 and nonlocal effects.7 Fi-
nally, improvements can be made in the experiment by
creasing thek-spectral range and by using DEGAS 2 to he
interpret the fluctuations.

V. SUMMARY

This paper describes the initial results from a gas p
imaging technique for 2D visualization of edge plasma t
bulence in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak. These images sh
a highly turbulent structure in the radial vs poloidal pla
perpendicular to the main magnetic field near the outer m
plane separatrix. A statistical analysis of the images show
mean poloidal correlation length ofLpol'0.8560.2 cm in
the edge region extending from roughly 2 cm outside to 1
inside the separatrix. This size scale agrees fairly well w
the edge turbulence simulation result ofLpol'0.660.1 cm.
The motion of this 2D structure was also captured using
ultrahigh speed camera and often showed isolated maxim
‘‘blobs’’ moving through the plasma edge.

There are many avenues for improvement on the pre
results. In the area of diagnostics, the relativene and Te

fluctuations might be measured by imaging two differe
spectral lines simultaneously, while the motion of the turb
lence could be seen better using a new 312-frame ultra
camera being developed by PSI. Experimentally, it would
useful to extend the GPI viewing region a bit farther inwa
to better characterize theH-mode barrier region and the den
sity limit. Finally, the comparisons with theory could be im
proved by doing systematic scaling experiments along wi
more detailed analysis of the structure and motion of
turbulence. With these and other relatively straightforwa
techniques it should be possible to understand the physic
edge turbulence in tokamaks.
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